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      Machinery Rescue prerequisites have been met prior to Machinery Rescue Technician. 
13.3.1-13.3.5      1. Identify appropriate PPE for a large machinery incident. 
13.3.1, 13.3.3, 
13.3.4, 13.3.5 

     2. Demonstrate the ability to remove victim from an impaled object. 
13.3.1      3. Identify three types of large machinery in your jurisdiction and their anatomy, and 

construction features. 
13.3.1, 13.3.4, 

13.3.5 
     4. Perform a large machinery incident size-up. Create an Incident Action Plan (IAP) Verbalize 

safety procedures and emergency evacuation signals. Follow technician protocols and consult 
with a Subject Matter Expert (SME). 

13.3.1, 13.3.4      5. Identify and manage potential harmful energy sources and system isolation methods 
(lockout/tagout). 

13.3.2, 13.3.5      6. Stabilize potential harmful elements of the large machinery, including control devices and 
emergency control devices. Select, operate, and monitor stabilization devices. Control the 
hazards presented by the release of fluids or mechanical release devices. 

13.3.3, 13.3.4, 
13.3.5 

     7. Disentangle and remove a packaged victim(s) so that undue victim injury is avoided, victim 
protection is provided, and stabilization is maintained. Determine access and egress points, 
for victim disentanglement.  

13.3.1, 13.3.5      8. Terminate incident. Describe methods to decontaminate PPE, equipment, and describe proper 
record keeping.  

EVOLUTION      Demonstrate Technician level skills for Machinery Rescue. 
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